
IVYBRIDGE METHODIST CHURCH

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

SUNDAY 7TH APRIL 2019

M I N U T E S



Present: 63 members of the congregation

Apologies: Treve Mitchell, Carole Mitchell, Lynn Allen

1. Rev Mark opened the meeting by welcoming everyone and with prayer.

2. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting Held 23 March 2018
 The minutes, having been circulated prior to the meeting, were agreed and signed as 

being a true record by Rev. Mark.

3. Appointment of Officers
 Rev Mark confirmed that there no new appointments to be made this year and the  

and officers had agreed to stand en bloc.   This was voted upon and agreed 
unanimously.  The office of Internal Examiner of the accounts was also included in this 
vote.
For those in office who had served more than six years, a vote was taken as to their  
continuing and this was agreed unanimously.

Rev Mark thanked all those in office for their dedication and work during the past year.

3. Reports
Rev Mark  confirmed that  the  reports  were on the  Notice  Board in  the  concourse,  
however, at the request of attendees, he read out his own report with amendments  
regarding Easter services and the welcoming of new members and baptisms which  
would take place at the Easter Sunday morning service.

Andrew Lawrie gave notice of an update to his report whereby the financial situation of 
the  Church  had  improved  since  submitting  his  financial  report.   The  income  had  
increased by more people increasing the amount they give, and as a result of increased 
income from room lettings.   In a report earlier in the year Andrew had pointed out that 
we fell far short of the reserve we should have.  However, the current figures show that 
we have a balance of £22,000 from which £7,000 should be deducted for the new  
lighting, leaving a balance of £15,000.  The target reserve is £20,000 which means  
there is a shortfall of £5,000.  However, there is a Gift Aid claim to be made which  
should improve this figure.

All reports submitted to the meeting are attached at the end of these Minutes.

Several members in attendance expressed their concerns that they had not received 
prior notice of the Agenda, neither had they had sight of the reports.  It was therefore 
agreed that in future the following would be the procedure:

(a) All agendas for the AGM would be posted on the notice board at least two weeks
prior to the meeting.   The Minutes of the meeting would be posted on the 
noticeboard and would also be available on the IMC website.

(b) All Minutes of Church Council Meetings would be posted on the notice board

5 Any Other Business
The appearance of the exterior of the building was commented on in terms of it being 
brightened up.  This matter had been discussed at a recent leadership meeting and it 
was reported that banners are being sourced.  The flowers in the pots would be 
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replanted as the weather improved.  Also the Art Group are to undertake the 
refurbishment of the Notice Board.

Mark closed the meeting with prayer and with the grace.



“And God is able to bless you abundantly, so that in all things at all times, having all that you
need, you will abound in every good work.” (2 Corinthians 9:8 NIV)

What a wonderful set of promises given to us from God’s Holy Word! As I sat down to type my
report for the AGM for 2019, this is the verse the Holy Spirit gave to me. How apt!

Carolyn and I are now in our third year of five here at IMC. What an interesting journey it’s
been! We’ve seen God’s faithfulness in so many different ways and have grown to appreciate
the wonderful congregation that makes up IMC more and more as time goes on. Although
we’ve had to navigate some tricky and somewhat stony paths together at times I hope that
you can see, as we do, God’s bountiful provision of grace leading us on and guiding us. Yes,
some people have left for various reasons over the year, and although this is sad, it is also
necessary for them, and us, to move forward under God and to grow spiritually. 

Certainly since the New Year there has been a growing sense of faith and, I believe, a new
season of openness to the Holy Spirit. We were led by Phil and Jean to look at and sense our
gifts.  This was most timely and has enabled many people, who openly engaged with the
course, to discover something more of what God has given them and some tentative forward
steps to see how things can be used in  the building up of  the church.  We will  soon be
embarking on the next phase with the ‘No Limits’ course starting on 5 th May where we look at
seeking to become the people of God that He intended us to be. All exciting and scary stuff!

Carolyn and I were so privileged to take 6 wonderful people to Africa with us. You’ve heard
their testimonies! We felt like proud parents to see what God did in them all and through them
all and the closeness we shared – sometimes in adversity and sometimes in the laughter and
sense of God’s joy in it  all.  He certainly blessed us abundantly as we stepped out of our
comfort zone together.

Later on this month on Easter Sunday there is another demonstration of God’s abundant
blessings as we will be baptising several people as they take that next step of commitment in
their journey with Jesus and their willingness to officially become part of His Church. There
will also be a good number of folk joining them as they become full members here at IMC. He
supplies all that we need to abound in every good work!

As you will see from the different reports about the different ministries we have here at IMC
and beyond – it is amazing to see all the God has done, all that He is doing and all that He’s
going to do in the next twelve months and beyond.

We know there will be challenges ahead. We know that it won’t always be easy, not that they
should be.  But  this  we do know, step by step the Holy Spirit  will  lead us,  guide us and
empower us to move upwards and onwards so that at all times, having all that we need, we
will abound in every good work all for the glory of Jesus Christ to whom we belong.

Yours in Christ,

Mark
Added at the AGM
We now have 4 full baptisms and 14 being made full members on Easter Sunday and 
for this reason there will not be Holy Communion at Ivybridge on that day but it will be 
held on Maundy Thursday and the evening service at Bittaford on Easter Sunday.
I am at present attempting to source a baptismal tank or paddling pool for this event.

MINISTER’S REPORT  –  REV.MARK



A verse about working together was read and I can confirm that we are working on 
“communication within the Church.

I would like to thank everyone for their work during the year and to everyone for their 
efforts towards this AGM, both in terms of reports and the refreshments to be provided
at the close of this meeting.



TREASURER’S REPORT  –  ANDREW LAWRIE

IMC FINANCIAL ACCOUNTS 
September 2017 – August 2018
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PLEASE SEE ANY OTHER BUSINESS FOR UPDATE
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Ivybridge Methodist Church Youth Vision Account
1st September 2017 to 31st August 2018

Balance as at 1/09/17 £24,252.98

Income Expenditure

Individual Regular Giving £7,795.00
Payment for external youth work (South Brent & Yealmpton) £1,800.00
Cash from Offertory/Irregular Donations £120.00

Youth Leader Operating Costs (Salary, Employment costs, Training & 
Expenses -£20,188.59
Support for Youth Mission Trips -£250.00

Total £9,715.00 -£20,438.59

Balance as at 30/08/18 £13,529.39

Summary 
The shortfall between income and expenditures has increased significantly in the past financial
year due to a reduction in regular and one-off giving combined with increased Youth leader
operating  costs.  We  no  longer  receive  financial  support  from  Circuit  or  District  so  are
completely reliant on our reserves to cover the shortfall

To date in the current financial year, income has improved slightly however at current levels of
income/expenditure our reserves are projected to run out around Feb 2020 which falls short of
our commitment to employ Phil Blunt until July 2021

In order for the Youth Vision Fund to be self-sustaining long term, individual giving needs to
increase to around £18,500 per year

YOUTH VENTURE FUND – ANDY PHILLIPS



As agreed by the Church Council, the FAT is formed by Dave Rowe, Andrew Lawrie, Sandra
Dudley, David Bithell, Andy Phillips, Madeline Allen, and Steve Gill.

We  have  decided  that  our  initial  focus  should  be  addressing  the  regular  giving  of  the
congregation.  We recognised that one-off  fund-raisers were important,  but  we also felt  that
these would not address the underlying problem on their own (not without a huge on-going effort
anyway).  Having said that we will return to them to either help fill any residual shortfall, or to
fund “projects” once we have addressed the regular giving.

On  the  topic  of  regular  giving  we  decided  that  we  needed  a  comprehensive  campaign  to
encourage everyone to at least prayerfully reconsider their giving.  The key actions were:

 Develop a pamphlet  that  can be distributed to all  on the pastoral  list.   This  should
include a summary of  our  financial  situation (General  Account  and Youth Vision Fund),  the
biblical importance of giving, the importance of Gift Aid, plus response forms for both accounts -
Complete

 Approach  the  pastoral  team  for  help  delivering  the  pamphlets  and  collecting  the
response forms - Complete

 Re-develop the Welcome Pack (and include details on how to give to the church) so as
to engage new attenders – we also need to find a way to ensure that  giving is sensitively
addressed as part of the becoming a member process – On-going

 Ensure that  quarterly the church’s  financial  position is  summarised within a Sunday
morning  service  to  ensure  that  finances  are  not  allowed  to  be  “forgotten”  again  
– This will commence with feedback on the Giving Campaign during April

 Later we will also work on a process for ensuring that as a church we reconsider our
individual giving on a regular (annual?) basis – but this can wait until after the initial campaign
has been completed – On hold

We are currently awaiting the return of the response forms from the Giving Campaign in order to
assess whether  this  has  closed our  financial  gap,  before  deciding whether  further  action  is
required.

Additionally, we are reviewing our lettings charges.
We did try to identify areas for cost savings, but most of the low hanging fruit have already been
taken.  We did actively consider whether the weekly news sheet represented value for money in
this age of projected and announced notices and a well maintained website; but an analysis of
the costs (which are small) meant that we decided that they were worth retaining.
It is in this area (of identifying candidates for cost savings) that we could really do with some
help from the wider Church.

Dave Rowe

FINANCE SUB COMMITTEE (FATS) - DAVE ROWE



IM
The  building  continues  to  be  in  almost  constant  use  both  for  church  matters  and  as  a
community resource.

The building is showing its age and during the last twelve months further repointing of the tower
has been carried out by contractors’, but some damp still gets in. The property team have been
investigating the ingress of damp into the south transept and have taken some measures and
currently we are taking regular moisture readings to see the effect if any.

We had a boiler problem following heavy rain where a leak in the flue pipe blew the electrics in
the boiler. Numerous other jobs have been carried out by the property team during the year.

The concourse and hall need decoration, and this will be carried out over the summer. A new
carpet in the church would improve the appearance but there are no funds for this.

Shortly the lighting should be changed to LED both improving our carbon footprint and reducing
our costs, thanks to all  whose generosity has made the possible and to Sophie Phillips for
project managing this.

All  statutory checks have been carried out comply with Health and Safety legislation, these
include gas safety, emergency lighting, fire alarms & extinguishers. A disability access survey
has been carried out and a few minor issues found which are being rectified.  Our lifts are
currently out of action which reduces the public use of upper areas.

The property team continue to do a sterling job despite falling numbers, John & Pam M work
hard on lettings gaining much needed revenue as well as facilitating the many users. We are
very grateful to Louise for her work in keeping the church clean.

Chris Phillips

Thank you so much for all your support whether in volunteering or praying. We do value every-
thing this church does especially involving the youth work.

This year we were super excited about taking over the leadership of Wired Youth Club. This
has seen a great group of young people coming and quite a few new ones 

Youth Alpha has been exciting to see youth from 3 churches coming together to grow in their
faith and make new friends. 

We finished it off with a Alpha Residential in March at Heatree residential centre on the moors
with 12 young people 6 leaders and 3 kids. It was an awesome weekend of fun activities and
learning about the Holy Spirit. At least one child gave their lives to Jesus that weekend. 

PROPERTY REPORT - CHRIS PHILLIPS

YOUTH WORK – PHIL BLUNT



We are excited about the future dreams of maybe even doing a city wide Alpha for all  the
churches who maybe have 1 or 2 young people to feed back into a study group at each of our
churches. We also plan to keep going with this group and providing a housegroup for them. 

KidsFest  keeps plodding along it hasn’t seen massive growth but has met the needs of 5-7
non church young people. And 2-3 church kids. 

Spy (St Petrox Youth), This group continues to thrive with a new group of young people join-
ing who are really keen to know about faith but also have fun with the games and activities.

Arrows
This is always a constant group with over 15 kids every week who are really getting to know
their Bibles. They love the songs and are always excited to come each week. We have had one
young people who we don’t think wanted to be there. Do pray for them as this young person
has decided from age 9 there is no God. This is so sad 

New! Youth Band Nights 
The new youth band seems to keep strong as the young people come along and learn what
worship is and how to play their instruments. They are close to the standard of being ready for
church. We look forward to leading worship for you in the near future 

Beach Party 
The Beach Party is fully into its planning stages. This year we would like it to be more evange-
listic in its focus and we have a great team planning how that will look. This year it is on 5th July
so please save the date for prayer and volunteering 

EXCITING NEWS: We have applied for an intern this year from the Methodist church central
and we will find out by the end of the month if we have been successful. We pray they will be
able to work along side me and grow in their faith and abilities.

As was pointed out in the service a few weeks ago, funds for youth ministry are running at a
large shortfall. By February next year if those funds are not there my contract will be stopped so
please do pray about giving to the Youth Vision Fund. 

Prayer Points
• Young people to continue to attend 
• Young people to come to know Jesus for themselves 
• Energy for the leaders and volunteers 
If you feel God calling you to join our team or volunteer for one of the events above, (you can

be aged between 18-110) we will be able to find a place for any gifts from just listening to
leaing, serving tuck shop to washing up, so please do chat to Phil on 07816 910 152 or email

phil_blunti4e@hotmail.co.uk 

As our first year as joint Senior Stewards, it has been interesting to look back over the last year
and consider what has been happening and where the church is going. The Vision statement for
the church is to:

 Be a ‘beacon church’ reaching out in proclamation and service into the communities that
surround us.
 Develop a strong fellowship in the Holy Spirit, based upon power, love and self discipline.

STEWARDS’ REPORT – REG MARRIOTT
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As a church we have sought to do this through the provision of accessible worship, proclamation
of God’s Good News, encouraging spiritual growth, blessing our community and being a church
family.

A whole range of activities, events and initiatives have taken place over the past year as we
have sought to promote that vision. Some have been large and highly visible single events  like
Party in the Park and the Beach Party (attended by 250 – 300 young people) and the Advent
Market. One unique and special event was the knitting and distribution of the Christmas Angels,
which we know touched some people deeply. Others have been faithfully going on week by
week like the Songs & Stories and Faith in Art. In addition other roles are quietly undertaken
such as Booking Secretary for the premises or Newsletter editor, without which the church could
not function as it currently does.

In fact there are a whole range of roles and jobs for which people voluntarily give their time
which are important to our mission and vision, including our pastoral visitors, street pastors,
foodbank volunteers,  Tuesday lunches,  Wesley’s  Café,  Kingdom Kids and those involved in
supporting the youth targeted activities during the week and for special events. We would want
to  acknowledge  and  thank  all  those  teachers,  leaders,  and  supporters  whose  faithful
commitment has enabled to church to reach out to the community. 

There will be a separate Youth work report to the AGM but we would also want to acknowledge
the work that Phil and his volunteers  have done, including taking a group to Spree in Crediton,
Stay  &  Play  in  the  summer,  the  Light  party,  Holiday  Club  and  Youth  Alpha  (the  latter  in
conjunction with Vineyard Church) as well as the Beach Party. 

In terms of supporting spiritual growth Mark has been preaching on specific themes, and the first
and fourth Sunday evenings have been used to run courses – ‘Freedom in Christ’ and ‘Finding
your Spiritual Gifts’. A new course ‘No Limits’ will be starting in May. A marriage course has also
been running.

Despite our  financial  own challenges the church has remained committed to supporting  the
wider  church  and  needs  elsewhere,  including  Love  in  a  Box,  specific  appeals  and  our
Compassion Children. The team that went to Kenya appreciated the practical and prayer support
that they received. 

In fact we believe that  prayer is the undergirding of everything we do as followers of Jesus,
imitating his example of continual talking to Father God, finding time to grow in our relationship
with him and learning to listen to his voice. In addition to the prayer that is available at the end of
Sunday morning worship, the regular evening prayer service and the prayer that goes on in the
house groups and the 6.30am Thursday morning meeting, a new confidential prayer line has
been established that we shall be publicising in the coming months to the town as a whole. 

The Pastoral Committee have met three times during the last year, in September, January and
April  to discuss and update information on the Pastoral  List,  and every month the Pastoral
Visitors  have  delivered Newsletters  and  made visits  to  the  people  on their  individual  lists.
Currently, we have 31 Visitors covering 238 people , we are always looking for more to share
this work; if you are interested, speak to Carole Mitchell or Alison White (Steward responsible
for Pastoral Work) it would mean less people for each Visitor to look after. If you do not receive
a Newsletter from a Visitor please see me

PASTORAL COMMITTEE – CAROLE MITCHELL



Over the last year we have lost some Members, however we welcomed 4 new Members and
our Membership now stands at 120, in addition there are 13 Members at Bittaford. 
Please speak to Rev Mark Lawrence if you are interested in becoming a Member of Ivybridge
Methodist Church/Bittaford

On 6th February the Pastoral Team laid on a well attended Meal in the Café at IMC as a thank
you  to  all  the  Visitors,  our  Speaker  was  Mark  Lawrence  who  gave  us  very  much
encouragement in our work

On finishing, I would like to say a big thank you to all the Pastoral Visitors for the work they are
doing and continue to do, may God bless you in this work

A lively group of women who meet to learn about the faith they follow in a friendly, chatty group.
This term we used a shoreline conversations study, Pathways, to look at our walk with God in
the first half term. 

Then we have covered a whistle stop tour of the bible ... to enable people to see the story of
Jesus we all are part of...whilst learning more about each of our individual stories.  

All of our stories are complex and messy it seems but we all belong as Christians to a much
bigger common story. Our faith history and understanding that better can help us understand
Jesus more fully and put God in today's world in different perspective. 

In  2018 we started a course to cover Prophecy in Isaiah Chapters 1-11, ending with the Bible
narrative in St Luke’s Gospel shown on a new video of St.Luke’s Gospel.  We have increased
our numbers to 12.

In January to March 2019 we continued with the video showing Jesus sharing the Gospel.  This
was our theme for this period.  We looked at “What is the Gospel?” and how do we share it with
others – sharing our testimonies – learning basic texts and in St John’s Gospel, noticing how
Jesus shared the Gospel with Nicodemus and the Samaritan woman, ending with the depiction
of the crucifixion and resurrection on the video again, affirming this to be the central point of the
Gospel.  
 
Our numbers have since dropped to 8.

A group of ladies who enjoy meeting to appreciate and discuss a range of art and try their hand
at a whole range of art mediums in order to better understand the art we see whilst enjoying a
moment  apart  from the busy  world  outside.  We frequently  discuss  aspects  of  our  faith  in
relation to public art, challenging our preconceived ideas about motives for the masterpieces
and lives of the artists. 

MONDAY BIBLE STUDY - DAWN MARTIN

FAITH IN ART - - DAWN MARTIN

TUESDAY BIBLE STUDY - JOAN BULMAN



This term we looked at Andy Warhol, Miro, Van Gogh amongst artists and played with abstract
painting,  drawing,  watercolours,  collage,  transformation,  fabric  dyes  and  perspective
techniques. 

We meet on a Thursday evening each week - and have done themed bible studies as well as
looking at books of the bible. One we found interesting and enlightening was the Bible Society’s
Bible Course.  

We also spent an evening looking at where we were with God and what he might have for us in
the future. We focus on prayer for each other and the church and all are very grateful for the
depth of fellowship we share and the care for one another we all experience.  

We enjoy our social evenings - especially marking decade birthdays with meal out together. We
have been delighted to welcome two new members and hope they are getting to know us all
better.

Ludbrook is a well established ladies group. We now meet on Thursday evenings in term time,
supporting and encouraging each other and working through our studies.
 
Our meetings take the form of Tea/Coffee and chat followed by our study and concluding with
open prayer  for  people  and  situations  known to  us  and also  for  each other  and  our  own
families.

Over  the last  12 months we have used The Lifebuider  series  and have studied "Christian
Community"  and "Heroes of  Faith".  We are currently  using the DVD based "Bible Course"
which we are finding very enlightening.

We arrange a couple of social events each year, usually summer and Christmas / New year.

Our Mission
In simple terms - To worship God. To enable everyone who walks through the front doors to feel
His  presence and worship  God by providing a wide variety  of  styles to make the worship
accessible to the wide variety of parishioners that we have in our church. 

The last year
 The last year has seen some big changes within our worship group. This time last year
we had two worship leaders and now we are left with just me. It took time for me to get a hold
of every aspect of the role and it took time for the worship group to adjust to, what felt like,
losing part of our Christian family.  I have enjoyed the challenges this new role has presented,
and I have endeavoured to rise to the challenge. We, as a group, feel that things are going well
and have enjoyed working together to constantly find the best way to lead the congregation into

HOUSE GROUP – SEREPENDITY - VAL MARRIOTT

THE WORSHIP GROUP - CARLA RICARDO

HOUSE GROUP – LUDBROOK HOUSE - JOY PHILLIPS



worship.  We started the year by rearranging the instruments and doing an inventory of all our
equipment  which  I  have  kept  for  insurance  purposes.  We have  also  successfully  run  one
Worship JAM this year and we were able to add two new vocalists to our group as well as a
bass guitarist. 

 Along with Phil,  a couple of us have started a youth band. This was initially a youth
endeavour, but Phil invited us a few of us on the worship group felt that our support would be
beneficial to both the leaders and the kids. This has been running once a month on a Monday
evening and has seen a group of about 4/5 kids attending on a regular basis. The idea is to
teach basic music knowledge and to encourage and help them understand how to have a heart
for worship. This is hopefully just sowing the seeds for the future of the church. I started in a
youth band in this very church and I know the importance of encouraging our children now so
that they flourish tomorrow. 

 We are still running our Songs of Praise evenings which I think is about once a quarter.
David Bithell takes the lead when organising this. I help when I can. But I just felt it important to
mention with regards to the worship in this church. It is still very well attended. People seem to
enjoy the café style worship and the cake. The Christmas service was extremely well attended.
We see it as very important to make sure we are providing different types of worship for all
people of all ages within the church. 

I was very honoured to be sent on a worship retreat this year. I spent a weekend on a Vineyard 
worship retreat in March. It was helpful in both spiritual and practical ways and I came back 
with lots of ideas. 

Ivybridge  Food  Bank  has  been  running  for  7  years  now and  during  that  time  much  has
happened on the political front to change peoples usage of food banks.

Here in Ivybridge we have an amazing group of regular volunteers who collect, sort and weigh
donations and another amazing team who pack food parcels (and deliver where needed) all on
a weekly basis.  We are steady throughout the year but a lot busier during school holidays and
at Christmas.  Thanks also go to The Exchange pub who so willingly give us the use of their
basement for long term storage.  Without this generosity our lives would be hard indeed.
We believe that there are still  folk who could use our services but may be embarrassed or
maybe don’t know we exist but we would love it to be known that anyone in need can collect a
red voucher from primary schools their children attend, doctors surgeries and CAB (Monday
mornings at the Water mark).

Our services are confidential and we can signpost folk to other agencies that might be able to
help them.

The crèche runs during the Sunday morning service, and gives a chance for  the youngest
members of our congregation to let off steam whilst giving their parents an opportunity to take
part in the service.

FOODBANK - VAL MARRIOTT

CRECHE - HELEN KIMBLE



We normally have between four to eight children aged between 0 to 4 years joining us each
week.  The children enjoy playing with lots of toys, reading books, colouring and other craft
activities, as well as sharing a small snack.

Thank you to the wonderful team of volunteers who help in the crèche.  We would always
welcome new volunteers onto the crèche. team, normally the commitment is only about one
Sunday a month.  Please have a chat with me if you want to find out more.  Also, if anyone is
interested in taking on organising the rota from me once we move to Torbay, then please do get
in touch – you do not need to be on the rota yourself

The Brownie Unit that operates in our Church continues to meet on a Monday evening in the
Concourse.

However, in the Summer of 2018 we lost nearly half  the Pack as they became too old for
Brownies and moved on, some to Guides and some to other things!
We also lost the 2 Young Leaders, Katie and Lucy who have given sterling service over several
years, and the Unit helper Mary.

As a result  the Unit  is  now quite small  with 10 Brownies. I  have two new Young Leaders,
Charlotte and Amelia who are rapidly becoming an essential part of the Unit, but we have no
other adults at present, so I am planning to keep the Unit small until help can be found. If there
are any adults interested in becoming a Leader or Unit helper I would be glad to hear from
them!

Girlguiding  has  recently  introduced  a  new  Programme for  all  the  girls,  from  Rainbows  to
Rangers, and we are trying to come to grips with it. The programme focuses on building life
skills, doing interest badges and taking part in Brownie activities. 

We owe a huge vote of thanks to the Church for continuing to support us, and hope to continue
to be an essential part of Ivybridge Methodist Church.

Huge appreciation to the team of Street and Prayer pastors who are committed to serving our
community each week in this way. 

This is a partnership not only between 4 churches, (ours, The Salvation Army, The Catholic
Church  and  Youth  for  Christ),  but  also  an  urban  trinity  made up  of  Churches,  The  Local
Authority and the Police, working together, which brings a huge blessing. 

We have now been running for 6 years and we have seen lots of changes. Numbers wise we
have said goodbye to some of our original team, yet also said hello to new members, and so
we are still able to continue to send a team out each week - 3 SPs which is the minimum
allowed under the Governance of the SP initiative, of whom we operate, supported by at least 2
Prayer Pastors.

The team members turn up in all weathers every Friday (when sometimes the truth is we'd
rather stay at home) . 

BROWNIES - JENNIE MERRIMAN

STREET PASTORS - CAROLINE HODGSON



And yet the blessing comes as we go and meet with whoever is out and about, 'listening, caring
and helping', supported ably by members of the prayer team who keep in contact by radio and
have a supply of goodies to feed us at break time - They are our back up, ready to direct the
route we take, through discernment, or to pray when we come across someone who needs
some prayer and radio back in - 'over'. 

If you are interested in knowing more about this amazing dynamic team, either as Street or
Prayer pastor then speak to one of our team  (David B, Jason, Gill Cowsill or Caroline H), who
will tell you what is necessary to join in.

It is a great initiative - great to be part of something that is happening nationally, yet fits our own
community - great that every weekend prayer pastors all over our country are praying for their
towns as Street Pastors take hope with them . And Ivybridge is part of that. 

Our Girls’ Brigade group continues to thrive with around 12 girls of primary school age meeting
on Thursdays from 5 – 6.15 p,m.

 We are proud to be part of the Church community and aim to attend Church services where
we continue the tradition of presenting the flag.

 We enjoy making the Advent Ring and the Mothers’ Day posies.
 We are delighted to be joined, on occasions, by Church members sharing their knowledge 

and skills.  New suggestions are always welcome.
 We also proudly join with the local community, we participate in the Remembrance Parade 

and present our own wreath.
 We continue our link with Grovenor Court residents with the girls chatting whilst serving  

afternoon tea.
 Mark and Carolyn enthusiastically involve themselves with the group and we appreciate this

blessing to us all.  This year we were fortunate to have Phil present the badges to the girls 
on Awards Night.

Ali, Sue and I now, with the help of Roisin as our Young Leader, work well as a team sharing
our skill sets, but still miss Sarah and would love to hear from anyone willing to step into the
role of Captain or Leader.

We are an informal fellowship,  welcoming all  who are interested.   Our aim is  to provide a
meeting point, in a Christian setting.  Many of our members are from IMC, but about a third are
from elsewhere.  Attendance is about 20-30, and we really enjoy one another's company.  This
year we have been joined by some of the residents of Ivydene care home.

We meet fortnightly in term time, in the hall and café.  Sessions start with a Bible reading and
prayer, and finish with drinks and nice biscuits.  

We cover a good range of topics.  Last year's programme included talks on the Pilgrim Fathers,
the Bedford  Boys,  Amateur  Dramatics,  Dame Hannah Rogers  charity,  Memoirs  of  a  Head
Teacher, and Visit to an African Village.  

GIRLS’ BRIGADE - CHRISSIE PHILLIPS

WISE & WONDERFUL - DAVID MOULDER



We also had a trip to Buckfast Abbey, Britain on Film, a visit from the Clarion choir, and of
course our annual cream tea outing, this year to the manse!  We filled lots of shoe boxes for the
Love in a Box appeal.

The programme appears in every IMC newsletter, and on the weekly notice sheet.  Keep an
eye on it, and come to any session which appeals to you.  

The committee now has seven members:  Sara Bromage, Judy Jago, Val Marriott, Christine
and David Moulder, Sue Pengilley and Maureen Scoble

We have had another year of great walking, consistently blessed with good weather.  Generally,
we walk on the first Saturday of the month, with numbers varying from a few to a dozen or
more.  We cover different distances, ranging from 3 to 6 miles.  I will always let people know
beforehand what distance to expect, and how demanding the terrain will be - so everyone is
welcome to just come along on the walks that suit them.

Over the past year, we have had a variety of walks along the coast, on Dartmoor and in the
countryside;  including Polperro to Looe,  Teignmouth and Bigbury on the coast;  sections of
Drake’s  Trail  and  the  West  Devon  Way  on  Dartmoor;  and  walks  taking  in  Avon  Mill  and
Dartington as well as local walks in our glorious countryside.  

The group is  always very friendly  and welcoming,  and,  if  there is  one available,  we enjoy
stopping for coffee or lunch in a cafe on the route. Anybody is welcome to join us; just drop me
an email to be added to our mailing list for future walks. 

WESLEY WANDERERS - SUE PENGILLEY


